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2013 NORDIC WORLD SKI CHAMPIONSHIPS MOVE CLOSER 
NEW FIS INSPECTION IN VAL DI FIEMME (ITALY)

The 2013 event will be a sensational sport show
The ongoing renovation works on the sport venues are perfectly on schedule
Opening ceremony held in Trento, Cavalese will host the prize giving
Great team work by FIS, Nordic Ski Fiemme OC, volunteers and media
Test events scheduled during the next winter season


A new FIS inspection has taken place today in Italy’s Val di Fiemme. The Italian valley on the south side of the Alps will be hosting the next Nordic World Ski Championships in 2013, and the FIS, as well as the local Nordic Ski Fiemme OC, aim to give life to a sensational sport event in two years time.
“During the past six months”, Nordic Ski Fiemme OC General Secretary Angelo Corradini claimed, “we worked hard on many projects and in different places. The renovation works on the Cross-Country Ski Center in Lago di Tesero and the Ski Jumping Stadium in Predazzo are on schedule, the advertising campaign has been intensified, we keep registering volunteers and we successfully carry out the Casa Trentino Fiemme 2013 experience in Oslo.”
As FIS General Secretary Sarah Lewis pointed out, it appears almost impossible to make side-by-side comparisons between the World Championships just finished in Oslo and the ones in Val di Fiemme or in any other place in the world. Norway is the homeland of Nordic sports, however Val di Fiemme will be putting on a great event, as in 2003 and even in 1991.  
The 2013 Nordic World Ski Championships will be a fantastic show from February 18 to March 3, 2013, and the detailed schedule will be officially approved next June at the FIS Congress in Portorož, Slovenia.
Regarding the two main venues, they will be ready by the end of this year for the first tests, in order to have them properly working next winter when Val di Fiemme will be hosting the FIS Cross Country Skiing World Cup, Nordic Combined WC and Ski Jumping WC, both male and – for the first time ever – female.
As already happened in 2003, when Val di Fiemme received the UNI EN ISO 14001 certification, the 2013 WCh aims to be a low carbon emission and environmentally friendly event. 
The squad of volunteers is growing fast. 733 people already gave their availability to join the World event, and the OC means to reach 1.200 people by 2013. 
Today in Cavalese (Val di Fiemme), it has also been officially approved the protocol for the 2013 Nordic World Ski Championships opening ceremony, which will take place in Trento city centre on February 20 at 6pm. Local musical bands (over 500 elements) will be playing the WCh anthem and an international singer – kept secret so far – will be performing at the ceremony. The official prize giving ceremony will be taking place in Cavalese.
The Italian Ski Federation (FISI) general secretary Fausto Cartasegna took part at today’s FIS Inspection meeting in Cavalese, and underlined that many young national skiers will be put on the frontline in the next season, particularly those who reached good results in the past few years.
RAI has been confirmed as the host broadcast of the 2013 Nordic World Ski Championships, as it was in 2003 and 1991, while Trentino Network is the main communication technologies partner.
At the end of the meeting, Sarah Lewis said: “An outstanding presentation, I am very and positively impressed by your report. Here in Val di Fiemme there are not words or programs, but concrete facts and executed projects. I am sure that in 2013 we will have an astonishing World Championship”.
Info: www.fiemme2013.com 








